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natural language
object language
metalanguage
pictures
English words
specialized language

Language Word
English table
French table
Italian tavola

Spanish mesa
German Tisch
Finnish taulukko
Greek !"#$%&'
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Vietnamese
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Japanese
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The reasons natural languages symbolize parts of the real world in this
or that manner are buried in history and investigated in Etymology.

2. As children, we learn our native language by directly associating the
aymbols with the parts of the real world that the aymbols stand for but then
learning any other language involves in fact two languages:
• The object language, which is the language we want to learn,
• The metalanguage, which is any language which we already know and

which we use to learn the object language. Very often, the metalanguage
is our native language but not always.

EXAMPLE 5. For an American learning Spanish as a second language, Spanish is the
object language and English is the metalanguage but for a Spaniard learning English
as a second language, the situation is the other way around.

In particular, when learning a language in a book, and since the parts
of the real world to be associated with the symbols cannot be exhibited in
a book, a metalanguage is needed to refer in the book to the part of the
real world to be associated with a symbol. In other words, in a book, the
metalanguage acts as a substitute for the real world.
In this book, we will use as metalanguage both pictures and English
words.
EXAMPLE 6. When we will be talking about real-world one-dollar bills, we will use
pictures such as

or use the English words “one-dollar bill” to stand for the real-world thing.
3. While natural languages usually serves us fairly well for communi-

cating, when it comes to planning they have severe limitations and, indeed,
every trade has its specialized language because people working in a trade
need to be very specific, very precise about what they are doing. Sometimes,


